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GENERAL MEETING. 
N TUESDAY, 22nd July, the fifth general meeting 

of the session was held in the Institute Rooms, 
Swanston-street, at 8 o'clock, the President (Mr. 
Anketell Henderson, M.C.E.) being in the chair, 
There was a moderate attendance. The minutes 

of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. The following 
correspondence was dealt with 

The Public Library, Museums, and National Gallery of Vic= 
toria, stating that, as the R.V.I.A. had promised its active sup-
port to the movement initiated for the establishment of a Tech-
nological Museum, the Trustees had taken advantage of the pro-
mise of help. A section in the museum it was intended to devote 
to Building Construction and Branches appertaining thereto, and 
asking advice as to the most advantageous form, both from an 
educational and practical point of view the exhibit should take. 
Further, asking the Institute to supply models, drawings, or 
other material necessary for forming the nucleus of the collec-
tion, which might from time to time, as opportunity offered, be 
augmented with further suitable exhibits. 

The President briefly described the steps which had been taken 
to reconstitute the museum. 	He urged that the Institute and 
other bodies interested should adopt definite classification, to pre- 
vent overlapping. 	The meeting was fully in accord with the 
request of the Trustees, and the letter was referred back to the 
Council, with the request that it co-ordinate with the other bodies 
interested, the members of the Institute to forward their sugges-
tions to the Council in order to make this portion of the museum 
a great success. 

Institute of Architects of N.S.W., forwarding petition to the 
Hon. the Prime Minister of Australia for signature, concerning 
the plans of the laying out of the Federal Capital, and asking the 
Institute for its support. The petition was as follows :- 
To the Hon. the Prime Minister, 

Commonwealth of Australia. 

We, the undersigned Presidents and Hon. Secretaries of the 
Institutes of Architects of Australia, have been directed by our 
members to respectfully ask you to consider the advisability of 

[amending 
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amending the design for the lay-out of the Federal Capital which 
has been prepared by the Departmental Board. 

As Architects who desire naturally that the Federal Capital 
City should be as perfect as possible, we are of opinion that the 
plan should be laid down that no variation of an important nature 
may afterwards be permitted, and we fear, if the lay-out be pro-
ceeded with in accordance with the Departmental Plan that the 
defects of that plan may be discovered when too late to be altered, 
except at huge expense. 

On behalf of the Architects of Australia, we therefore urge 
upon you, sir, the desirability of reconsidering and amending the 
plan in certain particulars, mentioned below. 

1. The main avenue in Mr. Griffin's plan should be retained, 
having the University as its objective on Mt. Vernon. 

2. The central bridge across the lake should be placed so as 
to form a link between the north and south shores of 
the lake on a line axial with the main avenue in Mr. 
Griffin's plan, instead of taking the secondary posi-
tion it does on the Board's plan. By this amendment 
a continuity of effect would be secured which would 
greatly enhance the beauty of the grand avenue. 

3. The position of the Railway Bridge should be more east-
ward, so as not to encroach as it now does, upon the 
scenic area of the city. This can be done without in-
convenience to traffic. 

4. The position of the Railway Station should be placed con-
centric with the semi-circle of buildings around the 
space between them and the Railway Station. 

Our members are of opinion that if the above amendments can 
be effected that the plan, in most particulars, will then meet with 
the approval of experts, and we trust, sir, that in the interests of 
the future generations of the Australian people, and to the credit 
of those who now have the opportunity to deal with them, that 
you will give the above suggestions your serious consideration. 

We are, Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 
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(The R.V.I.A. Council had signed the petition, and returned 
it to Sydney. After the discussion, the action of the Council was 
heartily confirmed.) 

Architecture at Melbourne University.—A lengthy letter was 
received from the Victorian Architectural Students' Society. 	It 
dealt with the existing conditions under which Architectural Edu-
cation in Melbourne was obtained, the needs of an extended 
course, which, it was stated, should be given at the University by 
the establishment of a Chair of Architecture. 	It suggested, in 
addition, that, instead of one qualifying examination by the 
R.V.I.A., there should be two examinations, the first being equi-
valent to the second year's examination of the Technical Colleges 
in Victoria in Building Construction and Architecture. Candidates 
who had passed these Technical College examinations should be 
exempted from this first examination. The second, or final, exa-
mination might then be "stiffened up." Tables and formula, it 
was asked, should be allowed for reference. 	This, it was be- 
lieved, would obviate the present necessity for memorizing. (The 
President stated that this letter was receiving the consideration of 
the Council, and the Board of Examiners in a measure propor-
tonate to its importance, a copy having been sent to each member 
of Council for his consideration.) 

Examination.—The President formally intimated that, in 
accordance with the request of the V.A. Students' Society, the 
next examination would be held in November of this year, but 
not in the subsequent November. The examination in May of each 
year would be retained. 

Nominations.—The following were nominated for member- 
ship :- 

William Davidson (as Hon. Fellow), 
Leon Albert Lambert (as Fellow), 
Reginald Whitley Appleford (as Associate). 

Election.—Messrs. John A. B. Koch and H. W. Tompkins, 
having been appointed scrutineers, an election was held in the 
application of 

Frank J. Heyward (Hobart), as Fellow, 
C. L. Oldham (A.) (Fremantle), as Fellow, 

[J. Hastie 
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J. Hastie Wardrop (Melbourne), as Associate. 
Each candidate was declared to have been unanimously elected. 

Articles.—The President stated that the Council by resolution 
of the previous general meeting, the articles had been amended, 
and he therefore submitted them for further amendment or adop-
tion as below 

Associates.—In Article 5, after the word "Articles," on the 
fourth line, the word "and" be deleted, and the following be in-
serted, "or otherwise can satisfy the Council as to training, and 
who" before the word "have." 

On the 6th line a full stop to follow the word "Council." 
On the 7th line, the words "but in" to be deleted, and the 

word "In" inserted in their place. 
Entrance Fees Subscriptions.—To Article 24 the following be 

added :—"Professional officers of Public Departments may, in con-
sideration of not practising privately, be admitted at half entrance 
fees, and half annual subscriptions." 

The Articles as amended were unanimously agreed upon, and 
the Council was authorized to take steps to have them formally 
adopted in accordance with the Companies' Act, and to duly 
register them in the Titles Office. 

Retaining Walls for Steel Framed Structures.—Mr. H. W. 
Tompkins stated that he had received a paper on the above sub-
ject from Mr. H. E. Morton, the City Architect, together with 
a series of enlarged diagrams, which latter he exhibited, and ex-
plained at length to the meeting. The paper, however, was con-
sidered of such importance that it was resolved it should be printed 
and distributed before the next meeting, when it could be further 
considered, and Mr. Morton would be present to deal with it 
personally. 

After the transaction of the business, a most instructive hour 
was spent, when the President exhibited a large number of lime-
light views, which he had photographed on his recent trip to 
New Zealand. 

Mr. H. W. Tompkins also showed a capital series of illustra-
tions of many of the prominent buildings he had seen during his 
travels through America. The meeting terminated after a social 
hour, during which supper was served. 



GENERAL MEETING, 
N September 2nd, 1913, the fifth General Meeting of 

the session was held in the Institute Rooms, 57 
Swanston-street, at 8 o'clock. 	Mr. Anketell 
Henderson, M.C.E. (President) occupied the chair, 
and there was a crowded attendance. Although 

the seating accommodation was increased, many in the audience 
could scarcely find standing room. 

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. 
The following correspondence was dealt with 

Australasian Plumbers' and Gasfitters' Employees' Union, in-
viting members of the Institute to a lecture at the Trades Hall on 
Tuesday, September 9th, by Mr. George Vincent, on "Modern 
Methods of Ventilation." (Members were invited to attend this 
lecture.) 

Mr. R. R. GRUNDY donated to the Institute Library the follow-
ing books :- 

"The History of the Origin and Establishment of Gothic Ar-
chitecture," by John Sydney Hawkins, F.A.S., 1813. 

"Blackburne's Decorative Painting," 1847. 
"Galerie Antique," par J. G. Legraud, 1842. 
"The Perspective of Architecture," by Joshua Kirby, 1761 

(two volumes). 
"Practical Treatise of Bridge Building," by Edward Cresy, 

C.E., F.S.A. 1839. 
"La Renaissance Monumental en France," par Adolph, 

Berty, 1864. 
(Mr. Grundy was heartily thanked by the Council for his valu-

able donation.) 

Timber Merchants of Northern Tasmania, thanking the Coun-
cil for complying with their request to send over an expert to en-
quire into and report upon Tasmanian Timbers, and the "Borer" 
trouble. 	Mr. Little's report had been published by the Tas- 
manian Government, and a great service had been done to the 
Timber Industry of Tasmania by the issue of his report. (The 
President stated that the success of the inquiry was largely due to 
the facilities which had been extended to Mr. Little, in order that 
he might arrive at an impartial finding.) 

[Reports 
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REPORTS AND JOURNALS RECEIVED FROM KINDRED 

SOCIETIES WITH THANKS. 

"Journal of the R.I.B.A.," vol. xx., third quarterly part, Nos. 
II to 15. 

"Journal of the Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland," 
1913. 

"The Kalendar of the Glasgow Institute of Architects," 1913-
14. 

"Architectural Association Journal," June, 1913. 
"The Kalendar of the Cape Institute of Architects," Four-

teenth Session, 1913-14. 
"The Salon" (Institute of Architects of New South Wales), 

May-June, August, 1913. 
"Annual Report of the Secretary for Mines, Victoria," year 

1912. 
"Journal of the American Institute of Architects," April-May, 

1913. 
"Societe Centrale d'Architecture de Belgique," No. 5, 1913. 
"Tekhne Gazette Hebdomadaire d'Information Consacree a 

l'Architecture et Aux Arts qui s'y rapportent," Nos. 6 to 
15, 1913.  

"Annali Della Societa degli Ingegneri e degli Architetti 
Italiana," Nos. Io to 15, 1913. 

"Arqvitectura Organo de la Sociedad Central de Arquitec-
tos," Nos. 83 and 84, 1913. 

"L'Architettura Italiana," anno viii., Nos. 9 and 11, 1913. 

Nomination.—Mr. Gordon Murphy (President of the V.A.S.S.) 
was nominated for Associateship. 

Election.—Messrs. Campbell and Blackett having been ap-
pointed scrutineers an election was held in the case of :- 

William Davidson (as Hon. Fellow). 
Leon Albert Lambert (as Fellow). 
Reginald Whitley Appleford (as Associate). 

and in each case the President declared the candidate to be duly 
elected. 	The President then formally welcomed Messrs. David- 
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son and Appleford (who were present) in terms as defined in the 
Articles of Association. 

Mr. Morton's Paper.—The President explained that Mr. H. E. 
Morton, in view of the important subject of University education, 
and especially the anxiety to hear Mr. Griffin, had asked that his 
paper be postponed to a future meeting, and he thought it might 
be published before it was read. 	If it was anything like the 
previous paper, it would require serious consideration before it 
was discussed. (Laughter.) 

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION AT 
MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY. 

HE PRESIDENT.—In the minutes of the last meet-
ing the students had arrived at the stage of asking 
that the Institute examination should be divided 
into elementary and advanced examinations. 
Since then the students had approached the Uni-
versity Council with the memorial. 

This was signed by 87 students. The result of the memorial 
was the appointment by the University of a Committee to meet 
the students, and the students placed their views before this com-
mittee. A sub-committee was then appointed, on which I repre-
sented the Institute, and the outcome was a Report to the Coun- 
cil. 	I will read this to you, and then give you some details. 

Report of the Joint Committee, consisting of representatives 
of the Council, the Faculty of Engineering, the Royal Victorian 
Institute of Architects, and the Working Men's College on the 
memorial dated ist August, 1913, which was laid before the Uni-
versity Council by some 87 members of the Victorian Architectural 
Students' Society, and other Students of Architecture. 

The Committee has had under its consideration the present 
University Diploma of Architecture; the work done by the Work- 

[ing 
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ing Men's College, and the Department of Education ; the limita-
tions as to time available for articled pupils to attend the Univer-
sity; the necessity for preserving the condition as to articles for 
the purpose of entering the Architectural profession, and the deve-
lopment by the University of the Architectural side of its work. 
The Committee has held two meetings, at the first of which repre-
sentatives of the Architectural Students' Society laid before the 
committee details of the courses of study which the students de-
sire to take up. 

The committee reports as follows :- 

1. Courses.—The courses suggested by the Students' Repre-
sentatives seem to the Committee, after careful examination by an 
expert sub-committee, to be reasonable, and at a later stage would 
form a good basis on which to draft courses for a modified Uni-
versity Diploma of Architecture, and later on possibly for a degree 
of Bachelor of Architecture. 

2. Number of Candidates.—The yearly supply of candidats 
for Melbourne would be about 15, so that if a three-year Univer-
sity Diploma Course be taken as a basis, the Architectural School 
would settle down to a probable 45. 

3. Architecture Civil Engineering Course.—The present lec-
tures in Architecture are arranged specifically for Civil Engineer-
ing Students, and it is not possible to entirely modify them so as 
to fit in with the requirements of candidates who are to become 
Architects under the proposed courses. 

4. Co-operation with Technical schools.—As it is in every way 
desirable that full credit should be given for work done at the 
Technical Schools of Victoria, the existing provisions for the re-
cognition of such training by the University should be extended 
to meet these requirements. 

The Sub-committee considers that it is perfectly clear that the 
University with the assistance of the Technical Schools of Vic-
toria should be able to satisfy the demands of the Architectural 
Students for a thorough training. 

5. Chair of Architecture.—In order to carry out such Archi-
tectural studies in a way that would be satisfactory to all concern- 
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ed, it is essential that funds should be provided to enable the Uni-
versity to appoint a Professor of Architecture, who would be re-
sponsible for the adequate development of the courses, and for the 
superintendence of the studies of this large number of candidates. 
If those representing architectural interests in the community take 
the initiative in obtaining the necessary funds, the University 
should heartily co-operate. 

6. Faculty of Architecture.—With the expansion of Architec-
tural studies the creation of a new Faculty of Architecture will 
ultimately become necessary. 	The Royal Victorian Institute of 
Architects should have representation thereon. 

7. Royal Victorian Institute of Architects. Amply to saf e-
guard the interests of the Institute, and to maintain its standard, 
it should have a liberal representation on the Faculty of Architec- 
ture. 	Until the Faculty of Architecture comes into being, its 
representation on the Faculty of Engineering can readily be in- 
creased. 	In relation to examinations, the Institute should have 
the right to recommend co-examiners in Architectural subjects. 
Also it should be intimated to the Institute that Office-training of 
at least three years will be essential either for a Diploma or for 
the Degree. 

8. Recognition.—The Royal Victorian Institute of Architects 
should be asked to give an assurance that full recognition of all 
University examinations under this scheme will be granted, and 
that no further examination will be required by the Institute. 
This is essential to the satisfactory working of a School of Archi-
tecture, and it would be useless further to pursue the subject un-
less such guarantee be forthcoming. 

9. Finance.—All students who have signed the memorial are 
prepared to pay a yearly fee of £i 5 15s. per head, which implies 
an income of about £700 from this source when all the years of 
the School are in full running order, and provided that a Chair of 
Architecture be established and endowed this sum would largely 
contribute towards defraying the other expenses incidental to the 
work of carrying on the School. 

10. Appointment 
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10. Appointment of Professor.—The Professor of Architecture 
should be appointed at an early date, so that he may at once set 
about organising architectural studies, and advising the Univer-
sity on matters connected therewith. In the opinion of the com-
mittee such Professor should not be debarred from consultative 
work, but only from undertaking competitive and contract work. 

The Royal Institute of British Architects should be asked to 
have representatives on any British Committee of recommendation 
or selection ; and the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects on 
any local committee of recommendation or selection. 

11. Housing.—Since Office-training in Architects' offices in 
town and work at the Working Men's College will relieve the 
strain as to housing accommodation, the immediate requirements 
for housing the School at its early inception would be met by the 
provision of one large room to combine Lecture Room, Architec-
tural Museum—ornament and models—and Drawing Office. 

To grant the request of the memorial it is necessary that tem-
porary regulations should be passed, and the Committee suggests 
that the University Council should request the Faculty of Engin-
eering to draft these regulations. It is desirable that the Faculty 
should do so after consultation with the Royal Victorian Institute 
of Architects. 

On behalf of the Joint Committee, 

J. H. MACFARLAND, 
Chairman. 

29/8/13. 

The Royal Victorian Institute of Architects comments on the 
Report by the President :- 

Clause l.--Courses.—This clause was before your Council 
yesterday, and the Council practically submits to you, 
that for the Diploma course there shall be three years 
of study, and for the course of Bachelor of Architecture, 
which should be arranged immediately, a four years' 
course. Further, it recommends that the Diploma should 
cease to be issued after, say, five years. The difference between 
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the Diploma course and the Bachelor course is that the Diploma 
student need not matriculate, but the Bachelor must matriculate, 
and we think that Architectural students, knowing the distinction, 
will matriculate in the future. 	I will ask you to vote for or 
against these various proposals, because our proposals have to 
go straight to the University Council. 

The first proposal was carried unanimously on the voices. 

Clause 4. Co=operation with Technical Schools.—Objection 
might be taken to this, in view of an after clause, and I will ex-
plain that there is a committee of the University, which deals with 
the teaching in all Technical Schools, and which recommends that 
students of those schools might be entitled to recognition as hav-
ing passed, if they so make application, and if those applications 
are considered satisfactory by the Faculty. 	It means, therefore, 
that every student seeking to obtain credit for Technical School 
subjects, would individually have to present his case to the 
Faculty, so we are not giving anything away there. 

Clause 5. Chair of Architecture.—This does not mean that we 
have to contribute out of our own funds. As our Articles at pre-
sent stand, we could not do so, but yesterday the Council heartily 
endorsed the suggestion that the students and the council, and as 
many members as possible should wait upon the Premier and ask 
for the necessary funds. The Institute might be recommended 
to create a scholarship. Does that meet with your approval? 

The proposal was carried unanimously on the voices. 

Clause 8.—Recognition.—Is that satisfactory? (Hear, hear.) 
Your Council think that a slight interpolation should here be 
made. 	The sentence concluding :—"that no further examina- 
tions should be required by the Institute" the words "in the sub-
ject of the course" be added. That is', we might hold an exami-
nation in office work as we do at present, including Designing and 
Planning. 	I hope you will endorse this suggestion because it is 
one that we think vital. 

Mr. PERCY OAKDEN.—I move that the proposal be agreed to 
with the interpolation. 

The proposal was carried unanimously. 
[The 
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The PRESIDENT.—The other document I wish to say a few 
words on, is the course of training submitted by the students. 
The schedule is divided into columns and headings—Office, Tech- 
nical Schools, and University. 	The Working Men's College 
would do the elementary drawing and other allied work, the work 
of the first two years, which the University would continue in 
the after years. The Working Men's College would deal with 
the technical, and the University with the higher branches of tech-
nical work, scientific frame structures, etc., also the strength and 
elasticity of materials ; then problems in planning and in architec-
ture. This schedule has been prepared by the students, and I have 
been happy to help them by pointing out that in the appointment 
of a Professor it would be necessary to state that a good deal of 
his work will have to be done at night so as not to interfere with 
office work in the later years. As amended, I think it would be 
just as well that someone would propose the adoption of the report 
and scheme of studies on behalf of the Institute, and without neces-
sarily binding ourselves to the details of the scheme of studies. 
Will somebody move that the Council be authorized to enter into 
arrangements with the University on the basis of this report as 
read and amended. 

Mr. PERCY OAKDEN.—I have great pleasure in moving that. 
We are adopting it as a whole, and not in detail. 	I see the sug- 
gestion is that as regards "housing," one room would be suffi-
cient for all purposes, including the nucleus of an architectural 
museum. 

The PRESIDENT.--That is diplomatic. 

Mr. OAKDEN.--I was going to say that the Technological body 
that Mr. Little and I have the pleasure to belong to—already in 
existence—is promoting the subject of an Architectural Museum 
in connection with our Public Library, and it would be a pity to 
split up our energies in having two incomplete things instead of 
one grand one. 

The PRESIDENT.—The idea of the Museum at the University is 
only to house such models that may be wanted at any time. 

Mr. H. W. TOMPKINS seconded the motion. 

r 
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The PRESIDENT.—We propose practically to do away with over-
lapping, if we can, of the Technical Schools and the University, 
some of the work to be taken at one school, and some work at 
others. We want to utilize all the available methods we can, in 
our training. 

The motion was carried unanimously, and the report and 
scheme adopted. 
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ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICAN 
UNIVERSITIES. 

HE PRESIDENT.—Now gentlemen, I have very 
great pleasure in introducing to you Mr. Walter 
Burley Griffin, who is going to give us some re-
marks on Architecture in the American Universi-
ties. ( Applause.) 

Mr. WALTER BURLEY GRIFFIN, who was received with loud and 
continued applause, said :—"I  certainly esteem greatly this hon-
our of appearing before the Royal Victorian Institute of Archi-
tects, Mr. President, and I shall be very glad to take home to our 
Institute at Chicago a record of the attendance at this meeting to 
compare with that at our monthly meetings, where we have 21 
millions of people to draw from. 

"The Institute here probably holds a larger proportion of the 
Architectural profession than ours does. 	I am afraid in some 
respects we are behind the Australian and the British professional 
standard in the practice of Architecture. 	I have gone about the 
streets of Melbourne, and observed a greater amount of study 
apparently given to the facades and to the buildings than is cus- 
tomary to find in the United States. 	In other words, the pro- 
fession of Architecture is not doing the building in the States 
to the extent that it apparently has been controlling it in Aus- 
tralia. 

That has a bearing on education. There is some little mis-
understanding in the title of my remarks as put in the programme. 
I was understood to take part in a discussion, and although a 
discussion has not been started, I hope I will be able to start it, 
because as a representative of architecture as taught in the Ame- 
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rican Universities I am not duly accredited, and you may have 
caught a Tartar in me. 	Let me explain. 	I presume there are 
men present who have been resident in America; those I found in 
Sydney took exception to my remarks on education in the United 
States. We have there a separation of Academic training from 
the practice of the profession. We have not the office work and 
training as a requirement. 	In my own experience I went from 
the High School (that is our highest grade school) into the Uni-
versity, and took up architectural studies as I might have taken 
up any other science or art; and from there I went into an Archi-
tect's office, paid at the rate of LI  per week, or something like 
it. 	Though the ruling rate has changed the same practice is 
now generally applicable to the training of architects in the United 
States. 	The course then (and that is not perhaps as it is now) 
was devoted for the first two years to general science and mathe-
matics, and to the necessary mental training to lead up to the 
professional work as the last two years of the course. 	But, of 
course, none is professional work in the sense of practice with 
a trained architect. 	It is understood that the man who has the 
Baccalaureate degree is only qualified theoretically, and in our 
States his training requires supplemental experience before he is 
permitted to practice Architecture. 	The preparation is made up 
of work in the Educational system, but with us a practitioner is 
only allowed to operate responsibly after passing an examination 
in which he has to show the result of practical experience in the 
actual field of construction, and in designing buildings that are 
carried out. 	This does not apply to all the States, but to three 
or four of them at present. 

Engineering is the basis of architecture under our system, and 
has been till very recently the dominating influence. 	The great 
advance that architecture has made in our country is not in the 
field of academic and scholastic architecture, but in engineering 
feats, and the complaint I have to register is that these engineer-
ing feats have not been accompanied by adequate architectural 
development, that they have not been led by architecture and 
made to express architecture or the fundamentals of architecture. 

[The 
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The teaching that is in vogue at present carries the name of the 
school in France where the bulk of our professional men of a 
generation ago received their training, the Ecole de Beaux Arts, 
and architecture now is known as "Beaux Arts" Architecture, 
evidenced in every city of the country, and particularly the Eastern 
half, and it is not with the application of Beaux Arts principles, 
but rather despite the Beaux Arts principles, with 
the failure to apply Beaux Arts principles and a 
facility in adopting Beaux Arts results to different conditions 
that I find fault. 	In the West there is a general dissatisfaction 
with this product, and there is a line of cleavage appearing be-
tween East and West in architectural thought that gained expres-
sion recently in the American Institute of Architects, in connec-
tion with the Lincoln memorial where the Western members, not 
having kept close touch with the Institute itself, made suggestions 
that were at variance with the Institute's recommendations, and 
started quite a little splutter in the frying pan. 	I believe that 
we are at the parting of the ways, and I have a little evidence of 
that to bring out here. We have seen a general change in the 
last few years in the attitude towards education. 	The name of 
Madame Montessori suggests the character of the change that 
has got to be carried out in Technical training in collegiate train- 
ing, as well as elemental training. 	Our education is a reminis- 
cence of Feudalism, as Louis H. Sullivan has expressed it, which 
is carrying into a time of democracy with the outward cloaking 
of democracy, the real essential mental attitude of the Middle 
Ages, looking to authority for our beliefs and thought. 	Demo- 
cracy, to my mind, should be the essential of our thought. We 
have realized the democratic trend for a long time now, in poli-
tics, especially, but we have not begun to follow it into other 
phases of life where the necessity is not so plain. 	Democracy, 
as I define it, is independence of thought. 	Democracy in poli- 
tics is independence of action, but action must be dominated by 
thought, and unless our thought is independent we are still in a 
feudalistic environment. The trouble with our education is that 
it has brought conventions in as authority, and these conventions 
are the first thing that the student is taught. 	The first thing 
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that he is brought into contact with in architecture is the classic 
"order," universally in European civilization. 	It was my own 
experience. I went through the mill, and I would have probably 
followed the lines others had if I had not had the advantage of 
contact with an independent thinker in Chicago, Mr. Louis H. Sul-
livan, known probably better abroad than he is in his own country, 
certainly a deep thinker, and one who has had opportunity not 
only to exercise his independence in his own work, and in his own 
way, but through his pupils to express the validity of his ideas. 
He had Frank Lloyd Wright with him for seven years, and Mr. 
Wright's work expressed, not Mr. Sullivan, but Mr. Sullivan's 
principles. Mr. Wright's work took on a very different character, 
and has put itself on a plane with Sullivan's in a different field 
and with a differing individuality entirely, exemplifiying to me the 
soundness of this method of teaching as opposed to authoritative 
one. 	His emphasis was always laid on the essential connection 
between the structure and the use to which the building was to 
be put, and the expression of it in form. (Hear, hear.) In other 
words, "Form follows function" is the Slogan Sullivan laid down 
25 years ago, evolved in his own experience gained in practice as 
a draftsman with freedom from trammels in his early days, 
coupled with a brief training at the Ecole de Beaux Arts for 
general laws. 

The basis of my idea is an assumption that I have seen laid 
down that every child born on to the earth is a genius in one of 
three directions, either as a scientist, an investigator of the truths 
of nature, or an inventor, an experimenter, and a contriver of me-
chanical processes, or an artist, who gives form to these utilitarian 
things ; and teachers in the primary stages of education are 
willing to corroborate that assumption. 	They find numerous 
evidences. There has been poetry composed by immature chil-
dren equal to anything that is written in the language, but a 
few years of school training is all that is required to obliterate 
any spark of ingenuity or any gleam of truth of expression in 
those children. They are taught that the other man has set an 
ideal, that the other man has expressed a thought, and that he is 

[unapproachable 
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unapproachable. After this has been sufficiently impressed on 
the mind of the pupil it is enough to kill any originality or free-
dom to do good work. 

We have our necessities in construction which are well recog- 
nised. 	Our materials have changed even in the last ten years. 
In the last 25 years conditions have altered so completely from 
those of preceding times that we can hardly find a way to adapt 
the preceding architecture to the present conditions, yet the 
greatest ingenuity of architects of the present day is just in that 
direction. 	The results are usually incongruous, very difficult to 
explain or excuse, nor with the idea that the Greek or the Goth. 
or some other highly educated peoples, have said the final word 
in architecture, are we going to be able to express our idea in 
steel and concrete. 	We are building better buildings to-day, 
finer inside and out, than any people that we have any knowledge 
of in history, and yet we acknowledge that the architecture of 
those buildings cannot aproach anything in Mediaeval France or 
in Ancient Greece. 	With that attitude we cannot get very far 
ahead. We will have to abandon the hypothesis, I take it. 

The difficulty is to put that into practice in the schools. I 
have heard it said, "What would you do? Would you give stu-
dents blank pieces of paper, and expect them to concoct magni. 
ficent designs forthwith, without looking up the books?" 	I 
would not expect anybody to create a magnificent design in the 
beginning, and I do not think the pupil need to set out to do 
such a thing. I was taught, and the idea of the education of my 
time was, that students should have big problems to work out 
to give themselves a chance to express the best there was in 
architecture before they were forced to go into life of building 
warehouses, residences, and railroad stations. 	I think the se- 
quence ought to be reserved. 	My first problem in actual prac- 
tice was a poultry house. (Laughter.) If I were to go in for 
teaching architecture I would put that difficulty, or something 
similar, up to a pupil as his first example, and then let him build 
up from the bottom. 	It would not tax his ingenuity probably 
to build a poultry house a little better than he had seen. (Hear, 
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hear, and laughter.) And after that he would take a second step 
in architecture. 	My second problem was a stable, a small one. 
(Laughter). 	That was fortunate, it was the right process. I 
did not have to borrow anything to start with, and I started with 
the necessities alone. 	The total investment was 6o dollars in 
the first building, and Soo dollars in the second. 	If you divide 
those figures by five you will know what they represent in your 
money. (Laughter.) 

Architecture is altogether too broad for one. 	I hope I have 
started a discussion, and think that will be the best way to pro- 
ceed with the subject. 	Very recently the architects of my city 
were consulted by the University of Illinois to recommend a head 
for its Department of Architecture, which is second in age and 
largest of the Architectural schools in the United States, and 
these architects have made a representation to the President and 
the Board of Trustees that there is an opportunity to esablish a 
school in the West which would represent the ideals I have just 
been giving you. 	I have received a cable here asking me if I 
would be willing to assume that chair. 	(Applause.) 	I hope I 
can get some encouragement from the Australian architects as to 
the advisability or possibility of going into such an undertaking. 
I realize as well as anybody the difficulties that lie before one, es-
pecially taking a school that has been established in the old way, 
wih several hundred architectural students with a score or so of 
instructors, all trained in the academic methods. 	I did not have 
to say any more than this when speaking at the luncheon in 
Sydney the other day, when they requested a chance to think it 
over, and start a discussion, and to get me into it when return-
ing, and if I can start such a discussion here now I would rather 
have it than anything else. 

The fundamental is what I have just said, and there is not 
much more necessary :—That convention is not the proper basis 
for art ; that art is not something that is put on to buildings or 
on to canvas or anywhere, applied, but that it is the doing of some 
necessary thing in the best way that can be devised to do that 
thing, and that erecting a building in concrete, for instance, 
will mean investigating the possibilities of construction, of sur- 

[face 
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face treatment, of economical handling, of scale, of colour, of 
form, rhythm, and proportion that can be brought to apply on 
that material for the particular purpose it has to serve. I said 
I was glad that the schools in the United States had been so 
closely allied with the Engineering Schools, and I think therein 
will be their salvation; not that engineering will dominate, but 
that it will be just the other way when its essential relationship 
to engineering has been understood. (Hear, hear.) 

The PRESIDENT.—I think Mr. Griffin has given us a good deal 
to think about, but it is rather a difficult problem he sets in view 
of our own training. He seems to have been very lucky to have 
escaped a good deal of convention. 

Mr. R. J. HADDON.—We are indebted to Mr. Griffin for giving 
us the benefit of his thoughts on architecture. 	Although the 
main note of his remarks is very fine, what he has said will not 
find any echo, perhaps, in the minds of some. 	Unfortunately 
many practising men, and many students, are children of conven-
tion, and feel the lack of that liberty which is the heritage of the 
artist. 	Most people hold that an artist cannot put up a building, 
and that you must call in the man of steel, calculations, and hard 
lines, and the man who will take the suggestion of the client to re-
peat a feature round the corner. The average client does not sym- 
pathize with the man of democratic art spirit. 	We cannot get 
away from the fact that the jerry builder is the man who please, 
the public taste, and the houses in our suburbs are not built by 
architects, but by speculative builders. 	These builders lay them- 
selves out to meet the public idea, and give the people what they 
want. 	We seek to introduce good taste and academic design, 
but success is not for the architect so much as for the jerry 
builder. 	If a man is to practise his profession he must do it 
from a deep-seated love of the work. If he is for making money 
he cannot carry out Mr. Griffin's ideas, because there is a com- 
mercial side, which is of great value in our practice. 	Mr. Griffin 
will realize that it is extremely difficult not to teach academic archi-
tecture. The idea which Mr. Griffin has is to take a child and 
to develop his normal nature in such a way as to develop the in- 
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nate art that God has put there. 	That is education, but unfor- 
tunately the average student is not specially fitted, and therefore 
in our Technical Schools and even in our Universities certain Aca- 
demic courses are laid down for the average student. 	Such 
courses usually lead through the Orders, teaching of history, and 
ultimate development of design upon academic lines. The result 
is that here and there genius will be asserted—perhaps even in 
spite of this ; but in the end a man may come out with new ideas. 
But the average man does average work, and we see many com- 
monplace things. 	Mr. Griffin's quaint way of putting truth is 
new to us, and his speech would be valuable if we could take away 
two or three thoughts and work them out. One is "Form fol-
lows function." In our work we ought to approach each prob-
lem without prejudice. Site, North point, what the building is 
required for, necessary regulations, local conditions, light, air, 
and weather, and without prejudice answer the question. 	I be- 
lieve this is the way to design, and if the students carry away that 
one thought they will do well. 

Mr. GRIFFIN.—The last speaker has introduced two or three 
side lights which I would have liked to have brought out, and has 
confirmed my idea that discussion is the way to get at these 
things. 	The jerry builder, I take it, is a natural product of archi- 
tecture as it is taught. (Laughter and applause.) 	In the first 
place the architect does not stoop to solve the problem that the 
jerry builder's attempts of getting the maximum result for the 
least money, but when the architect does get really down to that 
bedrock principle he is able to drive out the jerry builder. 	I have 
had some experience in putting enough time into the study of a 

q.00 working man's cottage to make it cheaper than the jerry 
builder could make it, and get more results for the same money, 
and that sort of thing has led to a repetition of that particular 

design. 	Then I found that combining house units and work- 
ing them out in what appeared to me to be the most economic way 
the largest problems' could be solved, with results no jerry builder 
ever thought of, in the correlating of groups for convenience and 
attractiveness. 	Around the garden cities of England, where an 
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effort to compete has been made, the jerry builder's sale sign does 
not bring its result. 	The people are going into these communi- 
ties that have been carefully, economically, and scientifically plan-
ned, and are leaving the jerry builder high and dry. 	Whilst all 
round these places the market has dropped, inside them the con-
struction forces have been unable to catch up with the waiting 
list. 	There is another reason why the jerry builder holds the 
stage. Architecture, as it has been taught, is based on 
convention, and is thus a cult which the man on the street is not 
initiated into, and while we suggest the glory that was Greece, 
or the splendour that was Rome in building he knows nothing of 
Greece or Rome, he knows nothing of what we are driving at, 
and consequently becomes disinterested in the whole subject and 
indifferent. 	It is a remarkable fact that savage people build well 
and beautifully. We cannot find a sample of savages building or 
even of animals erecting such monstrosities as some of our struc- 
tures. 	They have no architectural cult. 	Architecture is so real 
and necessary a thing in primitive lives that the average man 
takes an interest in it, which accounts for the beauty of a Poly-
nesian village as compared with the Colonial Settlement along- 
side. 	Everywhere that primitive man has constructed he has 
done so with the idea of beauty of architecture, hand in hand with 
the idea of construction, proving to me that there is an intuitive 
quality in the human mind that the human mind has the faculty 
of judging of rhythm, of rhyme, of those beauties that are poet-
ical ; that it demands those things in its work, but when it is 
diverted in its appreciation of architecture, to things which are 
irrelevant, it becomes confused, and finally it abandons the whole 
thing to the architect or takes what it can get without the archi-
tect, because it does not understand what the architect is trying 
to give it. The architect is trying to teach too much. Ferguson 
said that architecture died in the year 1500, and I think that the 
corroborative evidence is very strong. Before that time architec-
ture to count had to be homogeneous. If we are going to have ar-
chitecture to count for anything in a city we shall need to have a 
common basis running through all buildings. Where the archi-
tect is permitted, as he is by his cult, to take his authority from 
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wherever he pleases, he is bound to disagree with his colleagues 
as to which precedent to adopt, and will put his Gothic design 
alongside the other's Classic building, and we have not seen a 
place where we have been able to prevent that. 	So, whatever 
beauty one has got into his own building is nullified by the con- 
trasting beauty of an adjoining one. 	No wonder "the man in 
the street" is "up in the air." 	He gets no effect. He sees two 
buildings, and we cannot get him into the habit of looking at one 
facade at a time. 	He is very apt also to look at the back end of 
the building. 	Another hypothesis taken, which is not borne out 
by the facts of the case, is that the architecture is confined to the 
one side. (Laughter.) 

The question of genius, it seems to me, answers itself when 
we go back to the year 1500, and see architecture as it was prac-
tised without a cult or without self-consciousness, and where the 
average is high there genius does not appear, and does not have 
to appear. 	Perhaps the word genius is simply an expression of 
low average. (Laughter.) The basis of our study, I think, is 
Nature itself. 	If we can go into Nature that has been undefiled 
by man we can get a beauty equal to that of any primitive archi-
tecture, or we have the architecture of the plants and of the 
animals where Nature's laws are allowed to work themselves out. 
"Those laws are inviolate in the emphasis of structural necessity, 
and taking advantages of natural conditions, and expressing those 
conditions with the maximum possibility. 	The law of the sur- 
vival of the fittest dictates that. (Hear, hear.) 	I trust some 
other member will bring up another point. (Laughter.) 

The PRESIDENT.-It looks very bad that our members are so 
diffident in coming forward. 	We have a great number of visi- 

tors here to-night, and I am going to ask if they will come for- 

ward. 	Mr. Griffin's question about somebody else coming for- 
ward does not mean that he intends to demolish them. (Laugh-
ter.) But Mr. Griffin himself candidly confesses that he is want-
ing points for his next meeting in Sydney, and I trust you will give 

him some points. 
Prof. PAYNE.-I have listened with keen and interested atten-

tion to Mr. Griffin's remarks, and have noted the shifting of his 
[ground 
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ground from his first to his second speech; in the former he advo-
cated the individualistic idea, and in the latter the communistic 
idea, showing that, although he advocates a departure in the 
method of training architects, he still wishes to have the funda-
mental scientific and natural laws underlying any new departure 
which may take place; therefore should he enter upon the same 
field of work as I have the honour to be in, that of teaching, Mr. 
Griffin will probably find that he will be bound to use a lot of 
material which he says , is humdrum and ordinary ; at the same 
time, if he enters upon it, I think he will probably introduce a 
great deal into the teaching of architecture, and would have the 
opportunity to bring out some of his new ideas. 

Not being an architect, I feel somewhat diffident about speak-
ing on architecture, so that any remarks I make must be taken 
as those of an engineer. 	Mr. Griffin spoke of architecture dying 
about the year 1500 ; but within the last century we have had a 
new type of architecture springing up which is not directly asso-
ciated with architecture, but which nevertheless appears to me 
to be architecture of a very high order. For instance, we may 
take some of the bridges which are built ; to name one, the "Pont 
Alexander III.," in Paris, than which no finer piece of architec-
ture in metal can be found throughout the whole world. As re-
gards buildings adapted to a specific purpose, I would suggest 
to Mr. Griffin that he should make a point, whilst in Melbourne, 
of going into the new Public Library building, where I think he 
will see something which will please him ; the reinforced concrete 
dome is the largest yet constructed in this material ; the original 
idea for this building emanated from my colleague, Colonel 
Monash, and was developed and erected by the architects, Messrs. 
Bates, Peebles and Smart. 	Our Public Library furnishes a case 
in which the engineer can effectively collaborate with the architect 
in applying form to necessity. 	Further, Mr. Griffin fortunately 
has the opportunity of seeing some works carried out by Mr. 
Wm. Davidson at the Yan Yean, of which the Cascade is a work 
of art, and of a kind of architecture not usually so called. Many of 
the large dams that are built are highly architectural in appear- 
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ance, and give a very good idea of what can be done if one follows 
the utilitarian ideas at the basis of Mr. Griffin's remarks. 

Mr. Haddon spoke of the academic side of Architectural train-
ing, and I think Mr. Griffin will agree that it is a wise thing for 
a student to take a period and to study it closely from the stand-
point of how it applied to the peoples in that day, but not to tie 
himself down to that period, so that the student may apply 
the same kind of thought to the problems of to-day; not the same 
ideas, but the same method of trying to meet the ideas which 
the people of to-day demand. 

I am very glad that Mr. Griffin has taken up the standpo:iit 
that the first two years of architectural training should be on the 
pure science basis. 	We have this in engineering training, and 
I hope that it will form also the beginning for architectural 

studies. 
In conclusion, I trust that which Mr. Griffin has said to-night 

will inspire the students of this Institute, and that the Members 
and Fellows of the Institute will help the students to press for-
ward to the day, which I hope may not be far distant, when there 
will be an important school of Architecture established at the Mel-
bourne University, working in conjunction with the existing Tech-
nical Schools now carrying on some of the Architectural train-
ing in Melbourne and in Victoria. 

COLONEL MoNASH.—Unfortunately this is a subject upon which 
I cannot add much that is very profitable by way of discussion. I 
want to thank Professor Payne for his kindly reference to the 
Melbourne structure, which brought to my mind that something 
might be said on the observation that Mr. Griffin has made as to 
the relation between Architecture and Engineering. 	He told us 
that at first it was felt that the engineer dominated the modern 
American architect, but that more latterly the principle was being 
built up that engineering was the handmaiden of architecture ; and 
I was very pleased to hear him say that, because I think that is 
the true relationship between the two professions, as regards 

building construction. 	I have always deplored what, in the ear- 

lier part of last decade, was the obvious growth of American 

[building 
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building construction, that the engineer and his activities domin-
ated the situation ; and the remarkable thing is, according to my 
view, that the modern materials and the modern methods which 
have been available as the result of scientific discovery and ex-
periment, instead of being burdensome to the architect, ought 
to have been of immense help to him. I mean by this that the 
modern systems of construction are infinitely more variable and 
plastic, and more easily applied to expression in form than older 
methods. (Hear, hear.) And the wonder to me is that we have 
had to wait so long for a body of architectural thought like this 
to arise, to take proper advantage of the plasticity of modern 
steel construction, reinforced concrete, and analogous processes. 
I believe that the Germans are beginning to solve that problem, 
and we are gradually beginning to see the breaking away from 
old conceptions of art towards making the fullest use of the idea 
that you can, by pouring concrete into forms, achieve aesthetic 
results, while not impairing what is utilitarian. 

The PRESIDENT.—I think this is an occasion on which I should 
ask one of our students to speak, if he does not feel too nervous. 

Mr. ARTHUR WILLIAMS.—! would like to ask Mr. Griffin whe-
ther the education given in Architecture in American Universities 
has had any effect in improving the design of commercial and 
public buildings, and whether it has raised the standard of the 
profession in the eyes of the public? 

Mr. GRIFFIN.—I can answer both questions in the affirmative, 
that it has increased the respect, as any scientific training would, 
in which architecture is held, and that it has improved the char- 
acter from an aesthetic standpoint of architecture. 	The only 
danger which is brought in is the one I am trying to point out, 
that it is not going far enough in directing architectural thought 
on democratic lines ; that it is taking up what I call the aristo-
cratic or the authoritative standard for the teaching of architec-
ture, and that the basis of our work now is only a reflection of 
better work that was done in other times. 	It may be that that 
is better than the individual class we had before, and brings me to 
Professor Payne's remarks, and I am glad to point it out because 
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it is a point I did not bring out myself. 	I only believe in in- 
dividualism because I believe in individualism there is commun-
ism, that that is the natural way to express communism. 	For 
instance, it is a law of co-operation that free competition is the 
highest form of co-operation, and that individualism when allowed 
to express itself produces common thought and common things. 
The other remarks of Professor Payne and Colonel Monash I 
leave to this audience as supporting the propositions I put to 
you. The Public Library I have not had a chance of seeing, but 
I have seen the stacks. 

Professor PAYNE.—You will enjoy seeing the inside of that 
Public Library. 

Mr. GRIFFIN.—The Public Library brought to my mind an ob-
servation of Professor Poole, who was one of our most distin- 
guished librarians. 	He thought that the stacks of the Congres- 
sional Library at Washington were the most beautiful part of 
the building, and I agree with him; but the architects could not 
see that. They covered them up with meaningless surrounding 
structures, with blind windows, and columns, and entablatures. 
that had nothing to do with the Library or natural expression ; 
whereas the stacks afforded a field for individual architectural ex-
pression ; the stacks of the Melbourne Public Library rise over 
the surrounding buildings, and give it the character that I think 
Professor Payne appreciates, and I do too. 	It is unmistakably a 
library. 	It is unmistakably a form following function. 	His 
course of study of a period is just what I believe. We have got 
to be able to appreciate the time when a building was erected. 
We have to study that just as we have to study Nature to get 
the truths embodied. We cannot recognise useful truths in mo-
dern architecture since i oo Anno Domini, and we do not deem 
it worthy of our study. We do not study the thing in ancient 
architecture that distinguishes it from modern architecture, and 
that is the thing that I would call democratic thought. 	It works 
communistically. The builders thought the same when they did 

the same. 	They did not select from other periods, and thus 
create similarity or dissimiliarity. 	They actually had common 

[thought 
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thought when they had freedom of thought. The Japanese illus-
trate by analogy a method of study in their practice of drawing 
when teaching, and instead of doing as the European peoples do 
draw directly from models with the idea of copying them. They 
make their study of the model, whether it be a form of plant or 
of animal, and draw subsequently from their own minds, not 
from the model itself, thus extracting the elements that they de- 
sire for their purposes, and without incorporating a lot of irre-
levant and incongruous features that would defeat the object in 
making a drawing, which is not a representation of a flower or 
an animal, but a representation of an ideal for a certain purpose, 
for decoration, or for amusement, or for whatever it may be ; 
which I would take to be a rational use for art, not photographic 
reproduction. 	(Hear, hear.) 

The PRESIDENT.—We have had a most useful and delightful 
evening, thanks to Mr. Griffin—(hear, hear)—and the discussion 
will be adjourned now for a few minutes till we have refreshed 
the inner man—(laughter)—and then if anyone feels strong enough 
we will go on. 

An informal hour or so was then spent, Mr. Griffin moving 
about amongst members, and engaging in conversation -with 
many. 

The proceedings closed with the toast of Mr. and Mrs. Griffin 
and the singing of "Auld Lang Syne." 



GENERAL MEETING. 
HE Sixth General Meeting of the Institute was held 

on Tuesday, 23rd September, in the Institute 
Rooms, at 8 o'clock, there being but a moderate 
attendance. 
The minutes of the previous meeting having been 

read and confirmed, the following correspondence was dealt 

with 
Messrs. Malleson, Stewart, and Co., putting into legal form 

the resolution passed by members concerning professional con- 

duct. (Received.) 
Tilelayers, etc., Society, complaining that the Bricklayers' So- 

ciety demanded that the fixing of Faience and Majolica was 
bricklayers' work, and stating its intention of asserting its claim 

in future. 	The Tilelayers claimed that they only had the "skill 
and touch" for the setting of this work, and asked the Institute 
to help them by specifying "that the work be set by an approved 
tile and faience fixer." (The Council had replied to the effect that 
it was usual to specify that tiles, etc., be laid by an approved 
fixer.) (Action confirmed.) 

Master Painters' and Decorators' Association stating that the 
practice of Architects specifying certain brands of painting ma- 
terials was inimical to the Trade, as members bought the best ma- 

terial in large quantities only. 	If "pure stack-made white lead 
and raw linseed oil" were specified that would be sufficient ; also 
asking that duplicate copies of specifications be supplied. 	(The 
Council had replied that unless specially requested by clients 
Architects usually met the wishes of Contractors by allowing the 

use of materials for which alteration the Painter must take re- 

sponsibility 
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sponsibility. 	Regarding duplicate copies of specifications, Ar- 
chitects usually furnished same, except for sub-tendering purposes, 
which class of work was not generally recognized by the Institute 
conditions.) 

Flinders Statue Fund, from the Lord Mayor of Melbourne, 
asking for subscriptions, and enclosing subscription list. (Ack-
nowledged, and Hon. Secretary would be glad to receive members' 
subscriptions as requested). 

Nominations.—The following nominations for associateship 
were received :—Howard  Keith Mackay, Percy Hayman Meldrum, 
Charles H. Strachan Smith, and Arthur Stuart Williams. 

Election.—Messrs. H. W. Tompkins and W. M. Campbell 
having been appointed scrutineers, an election was held in the 
application of Gordon Murphy for Associateship. The candidate 
was declared to be unanimously elected, and was formally wel-
comed by the President. 

Dinner.—The President reported that instead of the usual an-
nual conversazione, the Council had decided to have an Institute 
dinner on Tuesday, 25th November, and he asked members to 
reserve the day. 

Dinner to Mr. Griffin.—He reported that on the previous 
Thursday a number of members of the Institute and Professor 
Payne met at dinner at the Oriental Hotel, Collins-street, when 
Mr. W. B. Griffin was the guest. A most enjoyable evening was 
spent. 

Exhibition of Mrs. Griffin's Work.—One exhibition of this 
work having already been held, it was desired that there should 
be another before Mr. Griffin's departure. 	Would those who 
had not been privileged to see the first exhibition notify Mr. Little, 
who would endeavour to arrange for a second display? 

Architecture at the University.—The President reported the 
steps taken by the Students in the preparation of their memorial, 
their Conferences with the University authorities, and their depu-
tation to the Premier. Mr. Watt had thrown the responsibility of 
preparing a comprehensive scheme of its requirements upon the 
University authorities. 	It behoved the Students to press their 
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claims, or they would hear nothing about the Chair of Architec- 
ture. 	The Faculty of Engineering had just passed Regulations 
for improving the Diploma Course, but the Council of the Insti-
tute was as desirous of establishing the Chair of Architecture with 
its degree course as the students themselves. 	It was for the 
students to work for the attainment of the object they had in 
view. 

Builders and Quantities.—The President reported that there 
would be a Conference on the following evening between the In-
stitute and the Master Builders' Association, when it was hoped 
finality in this matter would be reached. 

Exhibition of Architectural Works.—Mr. John Gawler suggest-
ed that the Council should hold an exhibition of Architectural 
works. 	Some of the exhibitions he had visited in America had 
been very successful both from educational and financial stand- 
points. 	It was resolved that the Council be asked to arrange for 
the Exhibition, and that the Students' Society nominate several 
of its members to join with the Council in the display. 

Scaffolding Bill.—Mr. H. W. Tompkins moved that the Insti-
tute should be represented on the committee dealing with this Bill. 
and that the Council write to the Minister of Labour that, as we 
were an interested body, the request for representation be granted 
(Carried.) 

Mr. Morton's Paper.—The President then introduced Mr. H. 
E. Morton, Melbourne City Architect, who read the following 
paper on "Retaining Walls for Steel-framed Structures" (which 
we publish below), and a paper on "Steel-framed Construction," 
which we will publish in our next issue. At the conclusion of the 
papers a general explanatory discussion took place, and on the 
motion of the President, a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Morton 
was carried by acclamation. 



RETAINING WALLS. 

Being Paper read al the R. V.I.A. by H. E. Morton, 
City Architect, Melbourne, 23rd September, 1913• 

iv buildings of ordinary construction the weight of 
the upper floors and storeys increases the stability 
of basement walls, and it seldom becomes necessary 
to compute the moment of stability or overturning 
moment. 

With regard to steel frame buildings, the basement wall 
receives no assistance from the upper walls. It is therefore 
necessary to design such basement wall as a retaining wall. 

The usual allowance for live load due to traffic is :- 
Heavy vehicular surcharge of 5 feet 
Light vehicular surcharge of 3 feet 
Pedestrian surcharge of 1 foot 

Rankine's formula for earth pressure 

p= wh 	1 — s in.  
(1 + s in. ®~ 

0 = angle of repose of soil 
NH=  weight per foot cube of earth 
H = height from base to top of surcharge 

height from top of wall to top of surcharge 
Assume w90 lbs. per cubic foot 

0=30 degrees 

p wh 

(1  —  sin. Ql _ 90 h (1— a —30 h lbs. or equal to 
t1+sin./ 	1+ / 

hydraulic pressure. 
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This pressure has been adopted for checking all designs 
submitted to the Melbourne City Council. Even where ground 
will stand by itself there is always the danger of hydrostatic 
pressure due to burst mains and service pipes. In the case of 
wet ground such as is experienced in West end of the City of 
Melbourne, the provision of subsoil drains will reduce the weight 
of earth and consequently the pressure to 30 lbs. per foot. 

He. ohp.of .`.>c,w<°ts r2.. ~ 

I 	i . 
.~. 

~ 

r; vat .— —  
fireel7—• •--•_° 	\  

~ , 	 - ~7 	~'~ T;  
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~ F 
~ '- ~~~ 

 _ =:D 
L. C~ ~ ~ 	 t~1 

K--- ~1~ --A 
FIG. II. FIG. I. 

wh 	 I 
The press at top of wall 	— 	3 

The press at bottom of wall = wH 
	 II. 

Average press = ~6 (Ii + h) 	 III. 

Total press in lbs. p. per lineal foot of wall 

= 6 (H+h) (H — h) = 6 (H2 —h 2) ... 	IV. 

Taking moments of area ALCD and ABI, about base BC 
Fig. II to ascertain the height at which the total pressure P acts. 

Area 	AI,CD Height to 	Area 	ABI, 	Height to 
Cole 	 CofG 

;shy H —h) w(H—h) 	
I--- 

 h) 
Y= 3 (h—h) ( 2 	+ 3 	2 (I3—h) ( 3 

w (H2 -112 ) 6 
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$$ bh (H — h) 2+ 
8 (H — h) 

V. 

(H2 —h 2 ) 6 
or distance Y may be obtained graphically as shown by Fig. II. 

Make AE and DF=BC 
Make GB and CM=AD 
Join EM and GF 

The intersection K gives height Y at which P acts above base 
BC. 

Moment about base=P x Y ... 	 VI 
Taking a numeral example basement 12' deep, ground floor 

level with pavement. Traffic heavy vehicular. 

This is an extreme case such as will seldom be met with in 
actual practice. 

The basement wall may be designed as a plate or he it 
supported at the ground and basement floors. 

The thrust of the earth pressure being taken up by the concrete 
floors. In the case of the ground floor it is not advisable there-
fore to stress the concrete to its maximum fibre stress when 
designing same. 

When the surface levels do not differ materially on the 
opposite sides of the building the thrusts are equal and opposite to 
one another. If the levels vary greatly the unbalanced force has 
to be taken up by the stanchions. 

Referring to Fig. II., it will be seen that the pressure again 

wall is made up of the uniformly distributed pressure wh due 
3 

to the surcharge, and the uniformly increasing pressure (from 
wH wh ~  
3 	3 	

due to the pressure of the earth. 

The max. BM in both cases is equal to 1 

W being total load, 
1 being space in feet. 

The max. BM in latter case does not occur at the centre :f 
space, but at a point equal to 0.571. 
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Po vin 	e/ G-° F/oor 

Fic. III. 
Total press = 15 (172 – 52 ) 	3960 lbs. 	... 	Eq I V 
Móment about base 	75 (17 – 5) 2 + 5 (17 – 5 )3 ... Eq V. 

=10800 + 8640 
= 19440 lbs. 

1Retaíttfttg IlaCls. 

The total BM can be taken as the sum of the two without ap-
preciable error. 

Total pressure=15 (172-52)=3960 lbs. 	... Eq. IV. 

Total BM = 3960 x 12 = 5940 ft. lbs. 
8 

This would require for concrete composed of i part cement 2 
parts sand, and 3 parts screenings a to-inch plate reinforced with 

inch diameter rods 4-inch pitch. 

When stanchions are placed fairly close together the wall is 
sometimes designed as a plate spanning between stanchions ; it is 
usual in such cases to vaiy the thickness of the concrete 
according to the pressures about every 3 feet, the reinforcement 
in such cases being horizontal. 

Design of a brick wall acting as a beam. 
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E=moment due to earth press=19440 lbs. 	... Eq. V. 
T=moment due to thrust of ground floor 
W=-moment due to weight of wall 

T must equal E — W or E equal T W 
Moment of wall=12t x 130 x = 7800.  

bt2  f 
Moment of resistance of wall =-6—  

19440=780t2 +bt6  

Assuming 1=30 lbs. per square inch or 4320 lbs. per square 
foot (cement mortar 3 to 1) we get 19440=780t2 + 720t2  

1500t 2 =19440 
t2=12.96 
t=3 , 6" 

or wall 4% bricks thick. 

Design for Cantilever Type of Retaining Wall. 
This type is constructed of reinforced concrete and is not 

usually employed in buildings. 
The usual factor of safety against overturning is 2. 

i.e. Moment of Stability — 2 
Overturning moment 

Assume heel=2' and thickness of base=18" see Pig. VII. 
Porces acting are taken down to underside of base. 

E = weight of earth over heel in lbs. 
W = weight of wall in lbs. 
B = weight of base in lbs. 

Total earth press P'=15 (18.52  — 52)=4758 lbs. ... Eq IV. 
Moment about base=75 (18.5 — 5) 2  + 5 (18.5 — 5`3 

=13668+12302 
=25970 lbs. 

B M_._25970 	—5.46' 	... Eq V. 
P' 4758 
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Centres of gravity .of E and W may be obtained by moments 

or graphically as shown by Figure 2. 
Methods of Moments. (See Fig. VI.) 

Moments of E about 0=(12 x 2 x 1) + 
12 x0.75  x (2.25) 

2 
=24+10.125 

C of G of 	34.125 34.125  
from O — area E 28.5 —1.2' 

Moment of W about 0=12 x
2 

 0.75  x 2.5+12 x 0.75 x 3.125 

=11.25 + 28.125 
39.375 39.375 

C of G of W from 0=-- 	 —2.91. 
area W 	13.5 

Weight of E = 12 x 20 x 90 = 2565 
Weight of W = 12 x 10 x 150 = 2025 
Weight of Base = L x 1i x 150 = 225L 

Taking moments about A figure V. and allowing Factor of 

Safety of 2. 
2 (P' x 	= 2565 (L -11/6)2 4' 2025 (L - 2.9) + 225L 

51940 = 2565L - 3078 +2025L - 5872 +112.5L2 

'Retaining 
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51940 = 112.51,2  + 45901,— 8950 
112.51,2 + 45901, — 60890 = O 
L2 +40.8L-541 = O 

Formula for Quadratic Equation. 
x —  bt ✓b2  4ac 

2a 
— 40.8± -✓1664 — 2164 

2 
— 40.8± ,,/3828  —  — 40.8±6200  

2 	2 
10.6 

Pic. VII. 

To find where resultant R cuts the base vertical (forces only) 
take moment about Z figure VII. of all vertical loads and divide 
by sum of loads to get distance X from Z. 

X- 2565 x lt/ 5  +2025 x 2.9 +10 	x150x 5/ 
6952 

=21350=3.07' 
6952 

The distance Y from this line at which resultant of all forces 
cuts base can be obtained graphically or by simple proportion. 

6952 : 4758 :: 5.46 : Y 
4758 x 5.46_.3,74  6952 

Distance from Z=3.07+3.74—.6.81 
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We have now VII [ figure the base of wall with inclined resultant 
R acting at A. This may be replaced with 2 forces Q and S, 
viz. :—of vertical forces and horizontal pressure of earth. 

;~  

/l//,L///////////J///  
(-__ 2 - 	- -- 

_~. 	-- L -°-- 
Pro. VIII. 

The vertical force Q at point m feet from centre of base may 
be shifted to any other point by introducing a couple= Q 
x lever arm through which the force has been moved. 

This does not alter total effect of force but shifting Q to 
centre will cause a uniform pressure over entire base and couple 
Q x m will tend to cause tension over the left and compression 
over right half of the base the total upward earth reaction being 
the sum of these forces and will equal. 

Qxmxy 
A } 

y = distance in feet of edge of base from centre of same. 
A = area of base in square feet taking 1 foot strip. 
I = Moment of Inertia in foot units of base about its 

Centre of Gravity. 
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± 6752 x 1.56 x 5.25 x 12 
1157 

I=bd s 
12 

6952 
10.5 

=662±590 
=1252 lbs. compression at D 

72 lbs. compression at A 
Another formula for finding the minimum and maximum 

pressures on the soil is as follows :- 
(A) When resultant pressure falls inside base Fig. X 
(B) When resultant pressure falls outside base Fig. XI. 

Max.Tension = 2p (1- AB) 
p = mean normal pressure 

Max. Compn. = 2p (2 + ÂB / 

Max. Tension = 2p (1 + AB ) 

on the base per square foot. 

/05.~ 	m . ~ _ —:4 

2p (2 - ABC) p = 662 lbs., (see above) 

Max. Compn. = 662 x 2 (2 11.07 
10.50) 

= 1324 (2 - 1.055) 

1E--•— •--5 25 

//~3 
	 A C 

f 3) 14'1,v n Pe 3( 1/b s i n t 
A;!s outside ease. 

FIG. XI. 

C A 
(A) When re66.c/Obnt 

f214s ins«.p base 
FIG. x. 

Max. Compn. = 2p (2 - 
AB 
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1324 (.945) 
= 1252 

Max. Tension 2p (1 - AB 
) 

1324 (1-
11.07 
10.50, 

= 1324 (1-1.055) 
= 1324 x - 0.055 
= - 72 lbs. 

i.e. Compn. of 72 lbs. 
Next by graphical construction find centres of Gravity of up-

ward earth reactions causing bending on AB and CD, Fig. 1X. 
BM at C = upward reaction on CD x distance of C of G - 

weight of CD x distance of its centre of Gravity from C. 

465 + 1252 x 7 0 x 4.0 = 24024 This causes tension on lower 

2 	 side &compression on upper 

7 x 1.5 x 1 x 150 x 3.5 = 5512 Reinforcement for this BM. 
18512 ft. lbs. 	not computed 

BM at B _ weight of earth over heel x distance of C of G 
from B and weight of heel x distance of C of G - upward earth 
reaction on AB x distance of C of G from B 

This causes tension on upper and 
compression on lower 

+ 2 x 1 x 150 x 1=  450 
2610 

- 72 + 296 x 2  x 0.8 	294 	Reinforcement, not 

2 	 2316 ft. lbs. computed 
Try base for vertical shear at C = upwards reaction less 

weight of portion CD of base 

= 6006 - 1575 	= 4431 lbs. 

Shear strength of base = 18" x 12" x 60 lbs = 12960 lbs. 
Horizontal Shear at BC = earth pressure —. 4758 lbs. 

Shear strength of wall 	18" x 12" x 60 lbs. = 12960 lbs. 
Wall and base will not fail by shear. 

SLIDING. 
Forces tending to make wall slide on its base = total earth 

pressure to underside of base. 
=4758 lbs. 

+ 2 x 12 x 90 x 1 = 2160 
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Total weight of wall and earth filling over heel equal 6952 lbs. 
Co-efficient of friction between Concrete and soil may be 

taken as .33. 
The wall would therefore be on point of sliding at .y2  equal 

2317 lbs, but would be prevented by the vertical pressure of the 
toe against the earth. When necessary to further increase the 
resistance the wall is carried down as shown in by Figs. V. and 
IX. 

A heel of greater size would be substituted in this case so as 
to reduce the length of toe. When a retaining wall abuts on a 
boundary the heel is omitted. 

The above examples have been worked out to show fully the 
methods of computation, and I trust will be of use to members 
for future reference. 



ALONG THE BYE-PATHS. 

HE Australian Commonwealth New Building foun-
dation stone was laid on 24th July by His Majesty 
the King. Mr. Percy E. Everett, of Geelong, one 
of our recently-elected associates, was present at 
the function, and sends us the Order of Proceed- 
ings. 	Immediately after the laying of the stone, 
the Archbishop of Melbourne, and then the Archi- 
tects (Messrs. A. M. Mackenzie and A. G. R. Mar-

shall Mackenzie) were presented to the King and the Queen. 
Mr. Everett was greatly impressed with what he saw in 
Germany concerning city and garden city planning and 
development. After he has spent some time in France and Italy, 
Mr. Everett hopes to return to Australia before Christmas. 

The Timber Trade of Victoria, from the returns compiled by 
Mr. John Laver, has assumed large dimensions. 152,925,00o ft. 
super. of soft wood (all imported) was consumed in 1912, of which 
41,000,000 each of dressed flooring stuff and Oregon are shown 
in the returns. 	Pacific pine 17,768,000, N.Z. white pine 
15,404,000, redwood 12,866,000, kauri 9,280,000, spruce and 
white deal 5,654,000, red deal 4,705,000, sugar pine and door 
stock 4,102,000, make up a total three times greater than the 
yearly imports from 1895 to 19oo. 	The stock usually in hand 
is 65,000,000 ft., about equal to 5 months' supply. 	We have 
not the returns of the consumption of Australian timbers, but 
some idea of the magnitude of the industry in imported timber 
alone may be gathered from the above figures. 	The great need 
for afforestation throughout the world is evident if Victorian con-
sumption is indicative of the general consumption throughout civi-
lized communities. 

A portrait of Walter B. Griffin appears on the face page of 
"Progress" for September. 	Mr. Griffin is described as a Single 
Taxer and Social Reformer, who at the age of 14, first read 
George's "Social Problems," and now--so it is stated—"talks 
Single Tax to those whom he meets." Concerning the Federal 
Capital, twelve months ago he is reported as having sent the 
following letter to the Minister of Home Affairs :—"Without 
being familiar with political affairs in Australia, I cannot refrain 

[from 
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from extending congratulations to your Government on the stand 
it has taken to maintain for the Commonwealth in perpetuity the 
rental value of the Capital site. 	Failure to do this everywhere is 
largely responsible for distortion and prevention of natural city 
growth, nowhere better exemplified than in our own capital, 
Washington, where speculative holdings perverted the develop-
ment from a splendid start with far-seeing plan, and where the 
financial benefits of the nation's backing are now accruing to pri-
vate individuals." 

The Flinders Statue Fund.—A strong committee having been 
formed, a subscription list has been sent to the Institute for the 
members. The Hon. Secretary (Mr. Little) will be glad if mem-
bers of the R.V.I.A. will contribute through the Institute list. 
Flinders did a noble work for Australia in his day, which it is 
fitting should now be permanently recognized, and one of his 
descendants (Professor Flinders Petrie) by his Oriental researches, 
is to-day closely allied to the Architectural profession. We hope 
the response may be hearty, and the statue when erected a credit 
to Victoria. 

An Exhibition of Mrs. Griffin's work was held at the Institute 
Rooms on Friday, i9th September. A large number of visitors 
witnessed what was a novel presentation of Architectural draughts-
manship. All the works were executed on silk, and in all cases, 
coloured. 	The perspectives were accurately developed, whilst 
the working portions of the drawings (for each sheet represented 
the entire drawings of a building) were finished in various media. 
In some cases sectional work was brought out in gold. 	The 
environment was highly developed, and the foliage was undoubt-
edly based on Japanese motif. The work had all been done 
within the previous two years, showing extraordinary speed, for 
all the detail throughout was fully brought out, and the "blot-
tesque" treatment—which, like charity, covers a multitude of 
sins (of omission) was entirely absent. 	The designs themselves 
were free from the influence of the French school—or any other 
school for that matter—and might be described as Griffinesque, 
free from every idea of convention. 	They were all prepared for 
and exhibited at the Architectural exhibitions which are held annu 
ally in Chicago. 

The dinner given to Mr. Griffin by members of the R.V.I.A. 
at the Oriental Hotel, Collins-street, on Thursday the 18th Sep- 
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tember, was a pronounced success. 	The other guest was Pro- 
fessor Payne, of the Melbourne University. 	Mr. Anketell Hen- 
derson presided, and after dinner the only toasts honoured were 
those of the King, the President of the United States, and Mr. 
and Mrs. Griffin. It was not an occasion for speech-making, but 
for friendly intercourse. 	Mr. Ogg led the party through the 
newer portions of the building, and the work which his firm re- 
cently designed was greatly admired. 	The enjoyable evening 
soon sped away, and the company dispersed at a late hour. 

That a R.V.I.A. Dinner be given in place of the usual conver- 
sazione was resolved by the Council at a recent meeting. 	The 
date fixed upon was Tuesday, 25th November, and it is hoped 
that members will reserve the evening for this function. 	It is 
twelve years since there was an Institute dinner, the occasion 
being the visit of the members of the Congress dealing with the 
Capital site. 	What a lot we have learned since then about the 
selection of the Capital site, and how pure and innocent were all 
our aspirations concerning its selection at that time ! 	We are 
wiser now, however, though not sadder, because we have added 
to our experience, and are not Iikely to put much trust in Min-
isters of Home Affairs of the type we have recently experienced. 
Let members make the dinner a great success, and prove to the 
community that we are a powerful body, which aims at a high 
standard in art, and justice alike to proprietor and contractor. 

The Woodwork at the "All-Australian" Exhibition affords a 
fine display of our native timbers, but the great pity, broadly 
speaking, is that much of this work is of an inferior description in 
design. 	It is a thousand pities that manufacturers do not em- 
ploy designers competent in the respective branches of art. 

The Donation to the Library by Mr. R. R. Grundy is oppor-
tune, apart from the value of the works themselves, as showing 
the growing sympathy between the Architect and those who exe-
cute the work. Mr. Grundy is well known as an expert and en-
thusiast in the use of Victorian hardwoods, and has made the 
offer to the Institute that he is willing at any time to place his 
knowledge and experience at the disposal of members. We hope 
that our members interested in the use of our native timbers—
and they are many—will augment their knowledge by seeing Mr. 
Grundy, whose experience and success in the practical use of these 
timbers are both noteworthy. 

[Housing 
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HOUSING PROBLEM. 

HE Housing problem occupies a prominent place ìr. 
the public mind. 	Certain remarks, however, 
which appeared in our last issue, have not re-
ceived approbation by the A.N.A. and other 
bodies. 	In that issue we took exception to the 
drafting of some, and the principle involved in 

other, of the A.N.A. Resolutions, which the R.V.I.A. was asked 
to support. Because of our attitude it is concluded that we were 
lukewarm on the subject of housing reform. 	The fact is, be- 
cause of the greatness of the question we feel we must start 
with a clear diagnosis of existing conditions, and then determine 
the effective remedy, and not apply a mere nostrum. 	Let the 
A.N.A. inform us, for instance, why they insist upon a to ft. 
right of way to each allotment. Further, how, except by a body 
of inspectors of houses will they prevent people from sleep-
ing in a room less than the minimum size? If inspection is to 
be judged by its results in the case of licensed hotels, then the 
failure of the system is complete. 	Some of the dirtiest bed- 
rooms we have ever surveyed have been in licensed houses, and 
we are glad to testify to the good work of the Licensing Reduction 
Board in closing up what, in some cases, was facetiously termed 
"public accommodation." 	Our remarks, too, on rating have 
roused the ire of the single taxers, because we wanted to know 
where the taxation on the unimproved value of land was going 
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to lead us to. As we have previously said, if we have the single 
tax pure and simply, we know where we are, and we know that 
all other forms of State taxation are done away with ; but the 
proposed tax on unimproved values would be superadded to the 
Commonwealth land tax in some cases, and in all cases to the 
State land tax, and possibly other taxes as well, for taxation is 
so wide in its incidence that we really don't know, in Australia, 
at what point we cease to be taxed. The tax on the unimproved 
value of land would tempt the unscrupulous owner to "make the 
most" of his land, and say, in many cases, "Build as 
many houses on this block as the minimum allotment conditions 
will permit." We are not in love with the present system of 
municipal rating, because the better a house a man builds, the 
higher he is rated for the house, and the tax falls heaviest on 
those types of houses which contribute most to the comfort and 
refinement of the inmates. 	We had intended in this issue to 
publish an article on the constructive side of the housing problem. 
As an ample treatment of this subject, however, cannot be con-
densed into a few pages, we shall hold over the article until 
next issue. 	There is no body of men more interested in t1ì. 
Housing problem than Architects, and reformers may count ox. 
their support if the principles of sound economics are embodied 
in their proposals. 	As it is useless to take a pill to prevent ar, 
earthquake, so it is equally useless to deal with the land problen 
until acknowledged evils can be grappled with by effective mea-
sures of reform. The Housing problem and the land problem 
must be studied together. 

[The 



THE LATE ALFRED CHAMPION (A). 

E regret to record the death of an Associate of the 
Institute, the late Alfred Champion, who died on 
the 3rst August. Mr. Champion was born on 21st 
November, 1873, and at the time of his death was 
in his 4oth year. He was educated at the 
Church of England Grammar School, Mel- 

bourne, after leaving which he was articled to the late Peter Mat-
thews, who in his day had a very large architectural practice in 
Melbourne. 	After serving articles he passed the qualifying exa- 
mination of the R.V.I.A., and was afterwards elected an Asso- 
ciate of the Institute. 	Leaving Victoria when work was slack, 
during the "depression," he gained experience in the offices of 
Mr. Talbot Hobbs and other Architects in Perth and Fremantle, 
W.A. 	Subsequently returning, his brother, Mr. H. V. Cham- 
pion, the well-known Engineer and he formed the firm of H. V. 
and A. Champion. 	In their practice of Architecture, Civil En- 
gineering, and Licensed Surveying, they have designed and super-
vised the erection of many buildings in Melbourne and suburbs, 
including new building in Russell-street for the "Herald," Malt 
Store and Brewery, Carlton, Civil Service Stores in Flinders-street, 
Roycroft's Building, and Massina's Warehouse and Shops in 
Swanston-street, and other important works. He was of a kind, 
able, and painstaking nature, and in his untimely death our sym-
pathies go out to Mrs. Champion and her children. 
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TASMANIAN INSTITUTE OF 
ARCHITECTS. 

T a Meeting of the Council held on September 17th 
Mr. R. W. Koch, F.R.V.I.A., President, was in 
the Chair. 

A letter was read from the Minister of Lands 
stating that the charge preferred against a Go-

vernment Overseer of Works of carrying on private practice had 
been denied. 

A letter was received from the New Town Council seeking the 
Institute's Co-operation in framing a new Building Act that would 
be applicable to the City of Hobart and suburbs. 	It was resolv- 
ed to ask the City Council to take the initiatory steps of offering 
the Council's co-operation and assistance. 

The Draft Rules and Constitution were submitted by the Pre- 
sident on the lines of the R.V.I.A. Articles of Association. 	The 
Council decided to recommend to members the universal adoption 
of the charge of i per cent. for copies of Plans and Specifications 
supplied to the Contractor, and to advertise in the daily news-
papers that the Scale of Charges had been brought up to the 
standard in vogue on the mainland, particularizing the above 
charge. 

Concerning the 14 per cent. charge for preliminary sketches, it 
was decided to add to this rule :"In cases where 14 per cent. 
would appear to the Architect to be excessive for the work and 
information supplied, it shall remain open to the Architect to 
charge fees for actual time involved." 

It was resolved to print the Rules with above amendments as 
soon as they were passed at a General Meeting. The Council 
decided to recommend the appointment of Mr. Bernard Walker 
as Hon. Secretary to the Institute. 

[The '.; ' 



THE VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURAL 
STUDENTS' SOCIETY. 

HE need for some more solid educational matter for 
the Architectural student to tackle after he has, 
as it were, cut his first teeth by a course at a Tech- 
nical College, has been very much in the minds of 
members during the past few weeks. About 

two months ago a committee was appointed to look into 
present methods of education, and to suggest reform, and the 
members appointed have since then been energetically at work. 
Their efforts culminated on the i 7th September, when about fifty 
students, supported by the Council of the Institute, Members of 
the University Council, and the Chamber of Manufacturers, 
waited on the State Premier, Mr. Watt, with the request that 
the Government should contribute one thousand pounds annually 
towards the endowment of a Chair of .rchitecture at the Mel-
bourne University. Mr. Watt intimated that, although he could 
not at the present time say that the petition would be granted, he 
sympathised with the movement, and would consider the matter 
in connection with certain other requests, which, he understood, 
were coming from the University. 

The half-yearly social, held on August i2th, was the greatest 
success yet achieved in this direction by the Society, and the Social 
Committee are to be congratulated on its success. The room 
was just large enough to hold the meeting, and the programme 
and supper were excellent. The following contributed to the 
programme :-Messrs. A. Henderson, Davidson, Williams, Clay-
field, Mitchell, Watson, and D. Murphy, who also accompanied. 

A lecture on a rather stiff subject : "The Architectural Treat-
ment of Reinforced Concrete," was given before the Society by 
Mr. John S. Gawler, A.R.V.I.A., on the gth September. 	Mr. 
Gawler described several of the processes in use in the United 
States of America by which the concrete surface is made less 
monotonous. The Architectural legitimacy of some of these me-
thods was questioned, and Mr. Gawler was kept busy for some 
time after the completion of his lecture answering questions and 
comments. 

A past President of the Society, Mr. L. J. Finning, has, within 
the last few days, returned from a lengthy trip to the old country 
and America. We take this opportunity of welcoming him back;  
and hope that he will renew his connection with the Society. 
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